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Exhtbtflon 1: Canberra's John fbnkin is lisled among 'names
to Dote' in a review of an important European exhibition
published in the latest Designer Binders Ne*'sletter from
England. He was among binders from a wide range of
corintries who showed 218 miniature books at the Bibliotheca
Wittockiana, Brussels. All the books had to fall within a size
limit of 144 sq. cm. This exhibition has now closed.
Exhibltion 2: Tiavellers to England have until 31st August to
visit the Crypt ofst Paul's Cathedral, London, for Fine Words

- Fine Bo6ls, a major exhibition of calligaphy, lettering and
binding. There are 176 exhibis, executed in various media by
90 of ihe finest exponents. The joint organisers are Designer
Bookbinders and the Society of Scribes and llluminators. For
Oose who miss the display at St Paul's there will be a second
chance when much of the work is shown from 21st
September until 15th December at the Crafts Study Centre,
Great Pulteney Street, Bath (phone 0225 46 ffi9).
Books to Order: Keith Smith, of Rochester, USA, has
published three books that may interest members. The NSW
Guild is prepared to collate a bulk order at the prices showD,
with delivery about four months from a closing date of 1st
October. Cleque with order, please, to Guild of Craft
Bookbinders, PO Box 1 I I, Glebe, 2037.

Structure of the Visual Book examines how each
inherent prop€rty of the book can be used as struclure to
speak, aside from the pictures and/or text. A book is
more than the sum of its pars. On archival paper, 188
pp., Smythe-sewn paperback. $23.50 posted.

Text in he Book format is the sequel to the above. It
speaks of conceiving lext as a book experience rather
than a running manuscript. The physical object and the
turning of pages become part of the content. Printed on
archival paper, 128 pp., Smythe-sewn paperback. $23.50
posted.

Non-Adhesive Binding, just printed on archival paper is
available in Smythe-sewn^paryrback or.in sections. A
review appears on page 22. $40 posted bound, or as
sections; $31 if collected at Clebe Workshop.
Examples may be inspected at the Ralph Lewis

Workshop, Glebe.
Restorers D{plome: The Flemish Guild of Handbookbinders
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in Ghent, Belgium, sends news of-is- Higher.Ins-titute for the

Conservation-and Restoration of the Book (HICOREB),
organised with the support of the lbwn Council of Ghent and

Dri"vate organisations. The Institute is offering a three'stage
lourse, taight in English and Dutch,.leading to a. Diploma of
'Restoier oibookt, irt on paper, leather and parchment'. The

modules making up the stagei indicate the range of.the course .

They include:-Nitural siience (chemisrry and biology);
Historv of Arts: demoDstrations, study visis aud workshops;
bookbindins techniques; applied sciences (chemistry of
leather, parihment aid papei, ctimatotogy in conservation);
historv'df the arts with ivorkbench expe-rience; conservation
and restoration workbench experience; fi nishing techniques;
Droiect work: thesis. The next academic year begins 7th
b"ioU.r, 199i. Inquiries to HICOREB, Krommenelleboog 5,

B 9000, Ghent, Belgium.
Book Snakes: From time to time we read e laborate
descriptions of these markers for heavy books. The most
recent: bv lbrrv Rempel-Mroz in Le Joirnal lrq, took two
pre.. rnil inchided five diagrams. Briefly, a book snake is a

hlGd uelvet sausage-shape.-It is best machine sewn around
three edses. oulle-d inside out (pile out), filled with glass

beads, thin clbsed off at the end 6eam. This ancient device is

usefui when copying from books, especially large ones'
Bookbinders may'alJo find uses for one or several during
delicate operatiois when weighing down is needed but a lead

ingot or similar wrapped in paper proves -too heavy or
crimb"rsome. The fillii! weight-can be varicd b-y mixing.lead
shot with the beads aiording to the needs of special jobs.
Omate ones make welcome gifis. Indeed, what at first may
look like another useless gift from Aunt Sarah should prove a

handy tml for book people.

Sectlons to Blnd: The Black Swan Press (UK) now has

available the second in its Dicke ns series, Oliver Twisl Those
who ordercd A Chrisnnas Carol should have it by now and
can iudse the worth. The NSW Guild will place a bulk order
at the e-nd of September. This one is a little mote expensive
(fl6.95). but thr6ueh us $32 collected at Glebe or $35 posted.
igain,'cheque iith order please to Guild of Craft
g;kuiraers,?o Box 111, GleG 2037. Delivery from the UK
is by air, so you should have it for Christmas.

If the Editor could send a gift to every contributor to Morocco
Eound it would be a framed text:

Always take care of the material
appearanc€ of your writings.

The words are those of Haslam Mills, advice from a
distinguished Chief Reporter to his young staff members on
the Manthester Guardian 70 years ago.

The music critic Neville Cardus recalled them in his
Auobiography. As a new man at the Guardian Cardts
discovercd with awe that if Mills had 'covered a page to the
bottom and was then obliged to make a single alteratiou
compelling ao untidy erasure, he would re-write the page in
full'.
We do not demand of our contributors the priest-like zeal of
Mills, but we do ask, please:

If possible, typ€ your copy, double-spaced, on one side of
the paper only.
If writing by hand, clearly letter all names.
If spelling is unusual, tick to indicate that it has been
checked.

If changing the order of matrial in an article,or inserting
new ma-ter-ial at a late stage, Paste up in the conect order
rather than rely on arrows or other transposlllon marKs
which may be misunderstmd by the Editor or typ€setter.

TRADING POST
Type - 6 to 36 Pt, mahly lino bul some foundry. LinotyPe I cotrsider
aiiquate for thi averade amateur to use ia a blocking press but
foun'dry type is requireil for a typeholder. Of coune. brass is to be
prferre'd, 6iut it is iastly more eifensive and rarely availabale secood
hand.

I need space rc out my surplus stock must go. Will make up into
sets of 150 lltters and nu'mbe* or sets of 200 if possible/desired.
Competitive pricing. Please wtie or phone if you arC interested and I
will iend fuil tisr iia sample sheets. I will;lso try to help anyooe
short of letters ia existing sets.

Phvsical insDection welcome.
Michael'Mathewi t Mezler Ptace, Gordou, m72 Q2) 498 3522.
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CORRESPONDENCE

TIME TO ENTER SYDNEY SHOW

On the other hand, the revered English binder Douglas
Cockerell was a 'back' man, to judge from his textbook,
Bookbinding ond the Care of Books (4th ed., Sir Isaac Pitman
& Sons, Lond., 7925). Writing on the repair of bindings that
have broken joins he uses the word'back' repeatedly,'spine'
never, for the covering of the back of a book.

Middleton is not dogmatic .It The Restorarton of Leather
Bkdings he explaios why he devotes 36 pages to defiring
terms'as they are used in this volume': 'Each craft has its own
special terminology. The atrcient craft of hand bookbinding
has, over the centuries, developed its own highly specialised
language to describe its techoiques, tools and materials.
Because those who practise this craft today are relatively few
in number and widely scattered, and becaue of the loug
history of the craft, during which terms have been freely
borrowed from a number oflanguages and from other related
crafts, there are differences in terminology used in various
parts of the English-speaking world.'

On Ron Abbey's side, it must be said that 'rebacking' is
the general term (certaioly in England and Australia) for the
process described in our article. Middleton himself uses it in.4
History of Englbh Craft Bookbinding Technique Q\e Hollaod
hess, L,ond., 2nd ed.,1978),

A Question of Spine
Dear Editor,
As custodian of proper usage and terminology, you must be
firmer with your eminent intributors. f refEi'16 'Replacing
Spines - Some Handy Hints' (Morocco Bound, Yol- 72:21.
People who use 'spine'when they mean 'back'will go further
with 're-spine', 'tight spine' and who knows what. I very
pointedly referred to this serious error in Morocco Bound,
Vol. 10:3. Even when the back is glued to rhe spine it is still
no, the spine. R.F. Abbey

Edilor's Note:If only the terminology were so simple! Ron
Abbey could have a lively arginient with Bernard C.
Middleton, the English authority. lt The Restoration of
Leather Bindings (-Revised Edition, Adamantine Press,
London, 1984) he defines 'spine' thus:'The portion of the
cover which covers the backbone of a book. Sometimes also
referred to as the backstrip or shelfback.' The American Edith
Diebl, had she not died in- 1953, might also have joined in on
Middleton's side. Io the glossary of her Bookbinding-is
Background and Techniqu-e 6Rin6hart & Co., t946, or.ir *py,
Dover Publications, N.Y., 1980), she defines 'spine': A terir
used to designate the covered back of a book on which the
title is usually lettered. Sometimes called the backbone'.

BOOKS ABOUT BOOKS
A Selective List of English Language Authom who have specialised in the Study of Early

Hand-produced Books
*CAB.PENIE8., K.E(ed.), Boolcs and bciety in History.

tond.NY. 1983.TDIRINGER. D.. The Alohabet: a Kev to the Historv of
Mankind. 2nd ed., rev'. N.Y.,Philos. Libr., 1953. 602' pp l,
ill.. faes.. biblioes ( First ou6. Lond.. 19411).*DIRINGER, D.,\le Bo6k before'Printins: Ancient,
Medieval' and'Oriental. NY, bover, 1982."603 pp.,ill.,
facs. (Orisinallv oublished as The Hand -oroduced Book.
Lond- Hu"tchinio'n's Scientific and Tech.'Pub. 1953. 603

FINf{V.i}ntuA* rn tvritins Inntenrcnts in the Ase of the
Quill Pen. Cumbria, Plaiis B'ooks,1990. 365 pp:, ill.'*GRIFFITHS. J. & PEARSALL. D. Book Prodicrion and
Publbhiig in Britain., 1375-1175. Camb., 1989. 482
op..61 illl 2 diaps.

HARRISON. F.. Book about Books. Lond.. Munav. 1948.
vii 264 pp., front., ill. ,pls., facs. diass. ( lst ed. 1943.).

HINDMAN; -Sandra & FARQUHARI D. Pen to Press:
illustrated Marutscriots and Drinted Books in the first
Ce4qury of Printingl [Colleje Park] U. of Maryland,
197 7 . 234- oo.. t39l'leaies of -ols.

+McKERROW.' kB.l Introduciion to Bibliosraphv for
Literary Stitdens.' Oxford, Clarendon., 195L x'359, ill.
rfirsr Dib. 1927).

*MUMBY. F.A.. Piblishins & Bookselline: a historv from
the edrliest'rimes to thA Dresent dav..."u,ith a bibfioh. bv
W.H. Peet. Lond. Carie. 1930. N.Y.. Bowker. 1931'.
Reorinted with revisicin'bv th6 author from his The
Roinance of Bookselling. Further reprints 1934,1949,
1954, 195d PrI From rte earliest iircs m ft74. PtlI:

187AD70 fbvl lan Nonie. 5th ed. rev. and reset, Lond.,
C-aoe 1974.'683 oo.

MUMBf. F.A. The Rdmance of Bookellins.: a history frotn
the darliest times to the 26th cenrury...ivith a biblic;g. by
W.H. Peet. Lond, Chapman & Hall, 1910. xv 490-pp.,
ill.. facs. Reorinted Meiuchen. N.J., Scarecrow , 1967:'

'McMUI{TRIE.b.c., The Book:'the Story of Prihting and
Boobnakiip. NY. Dorset Press. 1989. xxix 676 pp. ill',
facs. biblio[s, indix.(Originally published as The GoWen
BooA NY--1989.)

PUTNAM. G.'Books'and their Makers duins the Middle- - - Aeisi'a Studv of the Condirions of the Prbduction and
Distriburion"of Literarure from tlie Fall of the Roman
Enpire to theclose of the Se'penteenth Ceiury.2nd ed.,
t ird/NY, Putnam's 

-Sons 
1898. 2 vols, bibliog' vol. I

xvii-xxvii. (1st ed. 1896-7).
+sAWyER. C.J. & DARTON. F.J.H. Enslish Books 1175.-
- - 

19-0A h Sisnpoi for Collecars, ....-with one hundred
illwiration"s.Tol. I, Cantor to Johnson; Vol. !, Groy to
Kplitl7. Westminsier, C.J. Sawyer, 1927. front', Iold
ols.. facs.
Moit of these titles are available it some edition or

anothei. Others should k, available in university libraries but-
these davs.. who knows? Those marked with an * are either of
eiceotio'ndf oualitv or of an extraordinarv breadth of study.
Earli editiont of'MUMBY (revised bv-lan Norrie, Lond.,
ti74l contrio an annotated bibliography of the early and later
book'trade, printing and most asPects ol Produ"ttofl.E 

eUU.y

Friday 22td November is the last day to give notice of
entries in the bookbinding classes at the 1992 Sydney
Royal Easter Show.

Exhibits are to be delivered to the Showground,
Driver Avenue, Paddington, between Tuesday 24th
March and Saturday 28th March. As in 1991 there will
be two classes:

General Bookbinding - Any hand bound book a
multi-section binding, hand-sewn on tapes or

cords (butnot laced into boards), rounded and
backed.

Extra Binding - Ti'aditional or contemporary
design binding.

Piizes are to be announced later.
If you are not on the mailing list of the Royal
Asiicultural Society of NSW write to" Th. Artt and'Crafts Registrar, RAS, GPO Box
4217. Svdnev 2001, for entry forms or information.
forms wittalio be available frdm the NSW Guild.
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14. SOURCES OF MATERTAL
Gold finishing equipment, tools and certain materials
are available through E.C. Chapman & Co. Pty Ltd,
P.O. Box 25, Mulgoa, NSW 2745 (phone 047-738738,
fax 047 738 413). They have gold knives, BS Glaire,
egg albumen crystals (small quantity in stock) and
pumice. They can supply (but do not stock at present)
polishing irons, gold cushions, gold rubbers, finishing
sloves, brass type and hand letters, gouges, pallets,
fillets, rolls and omamental tools, typeholders and gold
leaf.

Parkinson and Mann Pty Ltd, 28 l,ord St, Botany,
will obtain glaire crystals from England on order. Postal
address: P.O. Box L05, Botany, NSW 2019.

Double gold of 22 and 22.5 crlal is manufactured
in Australia by The Goldleaf Factory, postal address:
Weyermann Nominees Pty Ltd, P.O. Box 912,
Frankston, Victoria 3199. Different alloys produce
different hues in the finished leaf. On ordering, make
sure you ask for the shade you require.

Petroleum spirit is available in 250 ml tins from the
Museums Association of Australia Inc, P.O. Box K346
Haymarket, NSW 2000. Thke care in its use, especially
if using a gas finishing stove. It is advisable to wear a
disposable vinyl glove to handle the spirit-soaked
cottonwool.

Aquasel is available in Britain, but we have not yet
been able to find a source in Australia. It is a water-
based preparation, semi-matt and transparent, used by
lanners in making leather waterproof. Its use to seal
after gold finishing is optional; some British finishers
use it, some do not.

special appeal also for novices, because the bindings
require no presses or other heavy equipment, merely a
needle, scissors and a few other minor tools.

The author includes with his own work that of other
innovative contemporary binders including Kathy Amt,
Gary Frost, Pamela Spitzmueller and Hedi Kyle, whose
names will be familiar to readers of the overseas
journals which may be found in the NSW Guild
Library.

Keith Smith's non-adhesive bindings are in various
colleclions, including the Victoria and Albert, the
Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography, the
Library of C.ongress and the Museums of Modem Art in
New York and San Francisco. He has taught at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago and the Msual
Studies Workshop. He currently lectures and conducts
workshops in the concepts of book structure.
Bookbinders everywhere should be grateful that he is
willing to share his knowledge so freely and is able to
set it down so clearly.
To ordcr this and olher bo*s by lbith Smilh, scc 'Notes aad
Queries'paga 21bclow.

marking-up aid, blind through thin bank paper marked
with the position and attached with Selloiape. Small
type for the spine lettering can be tooled direct after the
surface has been prepared. Side lettering with hand
letters can be marked out on thin bank paper and the
same system can be used for fancy tools.
Preparation for filling pores: Paste wash, being
pqrticularly sparing with the paste on darker colours.
When dry pencil two coats of albumen glaire into the
impressions and areas to be tooled. Allow about 20
minutes before greasing the surface, making sure the
Vaseline reaches the bottom of impressions. -

lay two layers of gold, or more if the gold cracks
in the impression. Polish tools and use with a light
sizzle, not pressing hard. Run the lines in fint on the
sides, then any other tooling for the sides. Always tool
the spine before glairing the sides. Any tooling on the
turn-ins will be done before the endbapers are laid.
After tooling, lightly rub surplus gold off-with an oiled
gotd rag and clean the surface twice with petroleum
spirit, ensuring that gold particles are washed out of the
gqinlgg. Rubber with a soft gold rubber, polish with a
polishing iron, and, if wanted, plate in a press with
nickel plates. After 24 hours you may apply Aquasel,
and when dry rub lightly with a greased rag.

Hard Grain Morocco
This usually has a coating of lacquer or cellulose, which
may cause difficulty in tooling. If the surface is highly
Blossed, it is doped. Coat wirh methylaled spirirs tfrer
all blind impressions have been made, then wash with
vinegar before proceeding in the normal way for
ordinary morocco.

SMITH, K.A. Non-Adhesive Binding: Books without
Py-t9 q Glue. Fairport, N.Y., The S-igma Foundation,
1990.320 pp.

Maay binders believe that fine bindings come only
within hard covers. Keith Smith showsleyond doudt
that .bindin_g without paste or glue does- yield fine
bindings. When the biirdings arJ made with the best
quality papers the books are archival and, because of
the nature of the materials, lend themselves easily to
repair. He points out the error in thinking ihat
paperback represents the disposable, the dowdy and the
cheap.

Detailed instructions are given for 32 simple to
complex bindings, illustratea with drawings and
photographs. They include traditional bindings-which
have been adapted and other structures recently-devised.
All are explained in great detail and the infoimation is
well organised and indexed. The superbly clear
illustrations should make even the mastering oi Coptic
sewing comparatively easy.

Masters of our crafr will relish this book, but it has

BOOKS WITHOUT PASTE OR GLUE
A Review by Daplme Dobbyn
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sufficient. Type heat: light sizzle. When the impression
has been made rub off surplus gold with a gold- rubber,
wipe with benzine (petroleum spirit) and sh'ine the gold
impression with a gold rubber. Clean the typeface on a
cleaning pad before making the impression.

Glazed Buckram (Oxford Library Buckram)
Wash the spine all over with clean witer to eliminate
lhe glaze. When it is dry, apply one coat of albumen
glaire. Then follow procedure as for cloth.

American Buckram (sack.like surface, open weave,
e.g. law buckram)

Yu.ttt tE surface with paste water and apply one coat of
glaire. Then follow procedure as for cloili. 

-

Rexine
lherq possible use 22.5 carar brilliant gold foil. Atrach
the foil with Sellotape. Use a cool heat for tools and
type. Detach the foil and rub lightly over the impression
with a cottonwool pad impregnateil with Vaseline and a
Iittle abrasive powrier (Vim, Ajax) to remove the bun in
the lettering. Ib neutralise greased surface, rub with a
benzined cottonwool pad, use a gold rubber to shine the
lettering.

If foil is not available, wipe the surface of the
Rexine well with methylated spirils and, when dry,
apply one coat of alburiren glaiie. Grease the surfair
and layand_mark the gold. Use a very cool heat for type
and tools. Clean offas for cloth, but rubbervery lighily.
One coat of Aquasel may be used to seal the g6tO. lSde
note below on Aquasel under'Supplies')

Roan Leather
Paste wash well, making sure no paste is left in the
graining. Apply two coats of albumen glaire, letting the
first one dry before the s€cond application. Grease the
surface with Vaseline and lay on two thicknesses of
gold. Tool the pallet lines first, using a light sizzle for
heat. Mark up the position of lettering in the manner
previously described. Apply the letters using a light
suzle.

Remove the surplus gold, first with a gold rubber
and then with a cotton wool pad soaked in petroleum
spirit. Wipe off with a gold rag and rubber the spine
with the gold rubber.

Calf Leather
Mark a thin line on either side of the bands by placing a
moderately warm thin two-line pallet against the bands.
Then lay gold and lool only the single line away from
the bands. (A gold line against the bands is not advised
as some gold inevitably adheres to the band.)

Cut piecing (label) leather to size for the second
and fourth panels. Mark the height of the piece from
head to tail to be from one line to the one below. Pare
the sides and head and tail of the pieces. Use paste to
stick the pieces on and leave to dry.

There are two methods of preparing calf:
L. Paste wash well the spine, sides and corners, not

forgetting the edges and head-caps. Leave to dry, apply
one coat of glaire, dry, and then apply another coat.

2. This method is for very porous calf. Paste wash
well as above (1). When dry, apply a coat of hot
gelatine size (about 57o solution) evenly to the spine.
L,et it dry and apply two coats of glaire as above.

When the llaire is dry, give the spine a coat of
Vaseline, being careful not to mark or bruise the calf.
Iay the gold on; two layers may be necessary. Tool the

lines first, mitring the vertical and horizontal lines in
each panel. The warm tool must be cleaned on a leather
cleaning pad and worked quickly. Next, work the fancy
pallets, using the same procedure. If centre and corner
tools are to be used for a full gilt back, tool next, and
lastly, mark and string the position for lettering and
tool.

If a run-up full gilt back style is required, when
marking-up mark the upright lines with a bone folder
and ruler and carry on as normal, only using a two-line
fillet instead of a two-line mitre pallet. Run the fillet in,
using a mitring block to tilt the book to the correct
angle. Wipe the surplus gold out of the two-line
impression and tool the cross pallets as normal. Clean
off with a soft cloth (not rubbing too hard). Clean the
spine with a cottonwool pad, using a little more
petroleum spirit than usual; this floats the gold off,
rather than rubs it off. Gently gold rubber the spine,
shining the gold and removing any surplus. A gold
rubber is not used immediately after finishing because
of the danger of rubbing the gold into the pores of the
leather.

For the gold finishing of sidelines on half calf
bindings, aU that is necessary is to pencil two coats of
glaire the width of the line that is to be tooled, along the
edge of the siding material. When dry, grease lightly
and lay on gold; one layer is sufficient. Use the same
cleaning-off procedure as for the spine. (Use the same
heat as when tooling the spine.) It is sometimes
necessary to wash the siding material with water before
preparation is applied.

If a polished surface on the spine is required, a
moderately warm polishing iron is applied.

Vellum
Clean off all surface dirt particles and marks, first with
water, and then apply a coat of milk all over. This has a
slight blanching effect. When dry, slight streaks will
appear. This is caused by the fat in the milk and will be
eradicated by paste washing (thin) with a clean sponge
and water.

For spine ftnishing, lines can be pencilled in, as
well as lettering panels, and two coats of glaire are
necessary. If elaborate finishing is required, give the
whole spine two coats of glaire.

For side finishing; when the paste wash has dried,
the board will warp inwards but as it dries out it will
warp outwards. The time to start finishing is when the
OoaiO is flat. If left longer, the board will have warped
too much and will be difficult to handle. Grease the
surface all over with Vaseline and lay gold on in the
position for lettering. Tool the lettering (hand letters or
iype) using very little heat. Rubber the surplus gold off
and wash ihe grease off using petroleum spirit. Rubber
again when the petroleum spirit has dried. Pencil two
coats of albumen glaire into all the blind impressions.
When dry, grease the surface with Vaseline, making
sure the'grEase has reached all the depths of the
impressions. Lay down two layers of gold on the
impressions,pressing it down well with a coltonwool
pail, and tool in the way already described using 3 light
heat. Clean off the surplus gold with a clean gold rag,
apply petroleum spirit all over and gold rubber the
surface with a soft gold rubber.

Morocco (all goatskin leather, Oasis, Chieftain,
Levang Niger)

Mark any lines for the sides and spine and the position
of fancy tools. If unable to sight the Position without a
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Cut a card the length of the spine.
Mark off (with dividers) at head and rail a distance

equal to the width of the board squares. (Board squares
traditionally equal the thickness of the boards)

Mark off 1 cm from tail mark (kettle stitch line).
Divide remaining space by 6 and mark fuith

dividen. These six panels are used to position the title,
author^etc. on the s_pine (Fig. 3). The rirle is usually in
pane,l 2, author or Vol. No. in panel 4.

In a full gilt spine vacant panels are decorated with
comer and centre tools.

Mark band width, which should equal the width of
the board square.

Mark title lines on the card and transfer them to the
spine, marking up from the tail. Use the point of
dividers to make smallest possible guide marks.

Blind in head, tail and band lines using a strip of
vellum and a small bone folder. Mark with short sa*ing
a-ction (not one long drawing). Judge the vellurn'
alignment by eye. Work with head or tail towards you,
not side on.

.Paste wash, glaiie-up according to the leather being
useo, set up ln tlnishing press and apply gold leaf.

Mark iitle line in-rhe gola by'risinf a fine thread
wrapped around little finger of each hand, over
forefingers, lensioned with thumbs supported by lower
fingers on sides of the book. Draw taui thread about 1
cm one way only. Release tension on thumbs and lift
off. Do not try to lift taur lhread directly off gold. Line
up by eye.

Mark the c€ntre line above each line, using a ruler
held above and clear of the gold.

. - -Marking in gold is done with a fine needle point
held in a pin-vice.

9. TITLTNG DOWN THE SPINE USTNG TIAND
LETTERS

Tmled in this way, the title runs from the head to the
spme.
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Find the vertical centre line of the spine. Mark this
with a pin at the head and tail. Set the dividers to the
height of the type and centre this distance above and
below the centre line just marked.

Rule a line which marks the top of the letters. On
gold foil rule with a felt pen, on gold leaf rule with a
blunt pin. The title letters are hung from this line.

Measure the centre of this line and mark it above
the line so that the mark will not interfere with the
lettering.

Using the prestamped title strip as a guide, mark
the centre position of each letter above the line with an
oblique stroke.

Hang each letler from the line, using oblique
strokes to centre the letter and sighting the letter
according to the chart (Fig. 1).

IO. ONE METTIOD OF MARKING UPABOARD
FORTOOLING

At two points along each edge, with dividers, mark off
space equal to the board square.

With a rule and a small bone folder mark border
lines. Use a short sawing action, not one long stroke.

With dividers s€t at the same distance, mark off an
inner, second border and rule it.

For a rolled border, roll a blind impression on
paper.

Set the dividers to the roll width plus L mm. Mark a
third border with this setting inside the second border
and rule in.

Mark and rule in a fourth border with dividers set
back to board square width.

Finishing of the cover board is always done before
the endpapers/doublures are put down.

11. FINISHTNG TTIE TNSIDE OF THE BOARI)
WITH A ROLLED BORDER

Never attempt this decoration unless the book squares
are even on all three sides.

Set the dividers to equal the width of the roll plus i
mm. Mark a line which is this distance away from the
edges of the board.

The leather should be prepared in the same manner
as previously described with paste wash etc.

The roll goes right to the edge and a fillet line
tooled on the marked line inside the roll decoration.

12. GENERALDOSAND DON'TS WHEN
FINISHING

Kangaroo needs about four coats of thin glaire.
Only the slightest pressure is needed for tooling a

dotted line.
To polish, work your polishing iron in a figure of

eight over the whole surface. Do it 16 times, tuming the
book 90 degrees after each time.

To remove a mistake polish the impression out
through silicone release paper or baking parchment
(Gladbake). Wash with water. Spit on a toothpick and
pick out the gold.

On calf and kangaroo always work very quickly.
Glaire up a smaller area. Goatskin has a longer working
time.

13. WORKING ON A RANGE OF SURFACES

Cloth (Sundour, Pinhead, Winterbottom etc.)
Apply one coat of thin albumen glaire with a small
sponge. When dry, apply a thin coat of Vaseline (to
make the gold adhere temporarily). One layer of gold is

=Square

Fig, 3 Nos, 1 - 16. The order in which corner tools are put
9oy"ln a full gilt spine. Turn the finishing pr".., 

""iifr.tool. Book is in the corect position wtren-ylu 
"ur,,"ud 

th"
numbers. .
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the knife€lo^ng its edge, then, with mouth immediately
over the leaf on the cushion, give a short, sharp puff-to
flatten the leaf out. (Not a long puff, as thii causes
turbulence that will crumple ttre gotO.; If any edges or
corners are nor flat, puff up with knife bladri and blow
back.

Place the gold knife edge at right angles to the gold
leaf and cut aslequired usiig a strSrt .a#ing motion-.

5. PREPARING AND USING A COTTON WOOL
PAD

Take- q 10 cm square piece of smooth surgical cotton
wool from a roll and form it into a pad which can be
held with the forefinger out front to-firm the leaf into
place.

Rub the side of the face or hair with the pad to
grease it lightly and pick up the gold leaf. Two edges of
the. piece of gold should be visible under the pad to
assist in correct plac€ment on the book surface.

- -Press 
gold gently but firmly in place wirh the

forefinger through rhe pad. Do nbt rub pad bur lifr it
cleanly from the book to avoid cracking tlie gold.

- Place the gold in largish pieces, in sequencr, with
only 1-2 mm overlap, along spine or boaid. Go back
and fill in smaller piebes afteirwirds.

_Cover only as much of the book with gold as you
can finish within 10-15 minutes of putting on the glaire.

Where a double layer of gold iray Ue require-d, due
to cracking or original faults in laying down, breathe on
the first layer before placing the iec5nd. This improves
the bond.

Gold leaf which is on the cushion should be
covered with the lid of a gold box and the whole put
aside until required for the next section of finishing. Put
a shield around the cushion to keep draughts away.

7. HINTS ON SETTING UPATYPEHOLDERTO
TITLE A SPINE

Use type which is no more than 18 point because alarge
typeholder is difficult to use.

Use 0.5 and 1.0 point spacers to lay out words to fit
one of the pyramid arrangements.

8, 10 or 12 point is suitable for most books, It is
better to space out smaller type than crowd a larger size.

Set the type up with lhe central screw facing you

Fig. l, The letter sighting prints.

//

-'9 'O-

and place the type in the holder from right to left with
the nick facing you.

Shake to align. Finger tighten the right screw.
Finger tighten the central screw. Check that the type is
bedded down then tighten again the right screw
followed by the central screw.

Put the typeholder flat on the stove until it is hot,
then put it on its end.

Keep the screws oiled. A tight screw makes the
type ride up.

The ideal word spacing is the width of the letter M.
The ideal line spacing is type height.
Practise using long words, i.e. 8-9 letters.
Weight of typeholder is taken by spine and not the

hand.
Practise lettering on the spine with typeholder

before using line pallets. After using the typeholder the
pallet is easy.

8. I.AYOUT
For titles, pyramid layout is more pleasant than
rectangular block layout. Various pyramid layouts are
possible (Fig. 2).

PIan the spine Iayout before the book is sewn
because the spacing for the panels of the spine should
also be the spacing for the sewing.

VA

1.9

Fig. 2. Various pyramid layouts,

/l
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GOLD LEAF FINISHING THE MITCHELL WAY
Notes from the Australian Workshops

John Mitchell, one of England's leading authorities on
gold leaf finishing, taught four full-day workshops in
Brisbane and Sydney for the Queensland and New
South Wales Guilds when he visited Australia in March
t991.

3. PREPARING FORHAND LETIERING
Have ready the following:
Strips of thin afi/heavy paper for lettering guides;
Ink pad (preferably micropore to give better inking) or
old fashioned acetate type carbon paper;

The article below has been prepared by the Editor A pad of waste paper to practise spacing of the title;
from notes made at the the wor,tisnbps Uy "nil Horton, 4 lponge in a saucer of water for cooling the.letters;
of Queensland, Enid Street and estnei Corsellis of A leather pad, flesh side up, to clean and polish letters.

ry-SW. It also incorporates material supplied by John Select-the letters needed and arrange in order.of
Mitchell himself, in 

-particular 
Section 13 

''Working 
on a use. Attach the thin card to the waste paper with

range of Surfaces'.-At the foot of the article \;e list adhesive tape so that the card becomes a_ straight
sorne sourcesofgoldfinishingsupplies. guideline from.which to hang the letters and practise

spacing and sighting them.
1. PREPARINGAND USING GLAIRE

Glaire made from albumen (egg white) has been used
for centuries as a heat sensitive bonding for colours. Do
not. use powdered albumen. Glaire crystals make good
glaire anO should be made up as follows: Place 50 gm
of crystals in a jar. add the same volume of water above
those crystals and dissolve. This takes at least eight
hours. Stir and add two teaspoons of vinegar and one
te-agpoo! of skimmed milk. Srir, strain rhrough a piece
of thin foam plastic, use.

If albumen glaire crystals are not available, whisk
one egg while and allow to stand ovemight or up to two
days in the refrigerator. Add 1 teaspoon of vinegar and
1/2 teaspoon of skimmed milk. Strain well, as afuve. A
free range egg is better because the white is usually
more solid. A duck or goose egg is even betrer.

If glaire is not woiking iiii usually too thin. With
good.glaire the.tack can be felt between two fingers.

Apply glaire with a narural sponge gently taken
across the surface of the area to be laid wfuh gold leaf.
This action must be continuous. do not lift thi sponge
off the surface as the glaire is applied. Place the sponge
back-in the glaire but wash outA the end of tire Oay.1f
the glaire thickens up thin with a little vinegar.

-Two coats of glaire will be required on leather. If
cool to touch the glaire surface is 

-stitt 
Oamp. Dry the

first coat before pu'iting on a second othenwiSe the first
coat will be removed. Too much glaire will make the
surface crystalline.

Befoge gilding make everything ready and then go
at a steady pace, avoiding delays which would Ier the
glaire dry too much. Onlyihe surface needs to be dry. A
little moisture in the leaiher is needed to activate the
glaire; without moisture the glaire will bum, the gold
will not adhere.

BS Glaire, a shellac-based commercial preparation,
is ppfene-d 

_by many binders. It does not iutiefy and
can E-to.oled using a much cooler tool when comf'tetely
dry. With chrome tanned leathers two BS coats are
desirable. There is no need to paste wash the leather.
lpply the glaire with a fine brush onto the blinded-in
rmages.

2. PASTE WASHTNG AS BASE PREPARATION
For goatskin: Saturate a small natural sponge with
vinegar and squeeze out. Plac€ about a ieasfoon of
paste on.white paper. Rub the sponge into th-e paste.
Apply using a small circular motion over the whole area
of the leather. Be sparing with paste on doeskin leather,
in some case_s u^sing vinegar only. Test on a small scrap.

For calf: Saturate a smail natural sponge wiih
WAIER (not vinegar) and squeeze out. Ta'ke rip paste
and apply as for goat

Cold letters are used with an ink pad, hot with
carbon paper. At low sizzle heat stamp each letter down
on the carbon and transfer the image on lo the waste
paper. If too hot the letters will dry off the carbon.

Stand up to sight down over the tool.
Refer to the letter sighting points (Fig. 1).
Grip the tool firmly with the fist, thumb on top of

handle. Rest the left hand on the bench, its thumb nail
steadying and guiding the letter. Work the tool left to
right, then top to bottom (four definite motions). The L-
R action comes first, particularly when lettering down a
rounded spine as this will anchor the tool and reduce the
chanc€ of slipping on the T:.B action. Do not use a
rotary action as this can give a double image.

Use more pressure on hard surfaces, less on sofl.
Hang the letter from the edge of the paper guide.

Consider the spacing between letters allowing for the
inbuilt space around such letters as A J L and the
crowding effect of adjacent parallels as HIM.

Use an equivalent of an M space between words.
The ideal line spacing is type height.

Prepare the title layout on the waste paper and
practise until satisfied with the result.

Clean the letters of carbon or ink, using methylated
spirit on cotton wool.

4. PREPARING GOLD CUSHIONAND GOLD
KNIFE

Degrease the gold cushion with Bath brick powder,
pumice stone powder or fuller's earth, sprinkled on,
rubbed around with the knife and brushed off.

The gold knife requires a rough edge, Sharpen both
sides on a dry stone. Finish off by drawing the edge of
the knife lightly across the edge of the stone. Rub the
knife on leather to remove any jagged edge.

5. IIANDLING TIIE GOLD
With the gold knife stroke the closed book of gold,
spine to fore-edge, to expel air. With the knife tip
scratch up, i.e. separate, the cover and first tissue of the
gold book, fold back and crease them out of the way,
exposing the leafof gold.

Drop the knife blade in front of the fore-edge,
creating a draught that will curl the edge of the gold leaf
back. Repeat as necessary. (lhe leaf can be rolled up in
this fashion.)

Position the knife blade alongside the folded leaf.
From the opposite side flip your fingers to create a
draught that rolls the leaf back over the knife.

Pick up the leaf on the knife and lay it flat on the
cushion.

Protect the gold book from disturbance by placing

18
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS
R.E Abbey spent most of his life at sea or
managing ships until 1968 when he became a
bookseller and later a book distribulor and
publisher. He was eight yean on the Auslralian
Booksellers executive, two as Federal president.
On his second retirement, from rare book selling,
he has moved from Sydney to the NSW Southern
Highlands. Bookbinding and the book restoralion
course at Sydney Technical College have been, he
says, his 'great consolalion'.
JohnMitchell, a leading English practitioner and
teacher of gold finishing and olher binding
techniques, has previously contribule d lo Morocco

Bound on endpaper solutions in rebacking leather
bindings.

EXHIBITION ENTRIES
Canbema: Binders who have registered inlerest in

showing books in the exhibition of contemporary
bindings at the National Library, Canbena, in March-
May 1992 are reminded that their entries are to reach

C.anberra Craft Bookbinders Guild by 15th September

t99t.

Sydney: Entries in the bookbinding classes at Sydney's

Royal Easter Show must be notified by 22 November
1991. More details are on
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